A Family Patio For All Ages

Just your average side yard. Enjoying the outside on a 16’x16’ screened-in porch. This was fine for a family of four. This family expanded, when the kids moved back to town, and grandkids are now running around... and they decided to host family events they quickly realized they had outgrown their space.

After calling a few contractors, they decided to enlist the help of Stockman Stoneworks.

They worked together to design a tri-level patio. The first was planned to access the screened-in deck. They wanted to keep the grilling close to the kitchen. On the second level they wanted enough space for up to 30 people for dining. On chilly nights a built-in bench /fire pit area adds warmth. The third level was added on souly for the kids enjoyment.

Its large enough to hold an elaborate playground structure and toys. It is enclosed by a custom Pilaster fence so the kids or dogs don't sneak away.

The customer has added over 3,000 square feet of usable outdoor space. They can surely entertain in-style now on their patio or should we call it a "Partio"?